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General Proceeding in Design.
By M= M. Munk.
Summary.
,
The choice of the number of revolutions and of the diam-
,
eter, the distribution of thrust, and the values of the con-
stants in the aerodynamical equations of the propeller are
discussed.
The exact design of apropellez must be preceded by approx-
imate computations, leading to the general layout, which in turn
r
must be followed by an analytical examination of the propeller,
1
obtained under several conditions of flight. In the previous
notes of this series I have discussed these three steps, includ-
ing the determination of the distribution of thrust, a% length.
It will be useful to summarize the procedure briefly in this note
and to discuss some general principles in connection ‘withit.
For the design of a propeller is a laborious undertaking, and the
&
analysis of the finished desi~ ought to confirm that it is cor-
rect. The analysis is not the proper method for studying theb
.
–a- . . .
ef.fects’.of different assumpticas for the layout. This o~ be.
done ?nozeshortly and uo’zesucce~efully by ageneral di8CWSiGn:
The number of revolutions OX the Frqeller is, in general,
determined by the engine; but the FzUhlem often remains as to
whether reduction gearing is advisable, Now the reduction gea2
always has a friction loss of ~ at least. What is more seri-
OUS, it requires a great additional weight’of the propeller and
l
.,
gear, it gives rise to increased stresses of the’fuselage, and
l it involves additional complications and possibilities of dead
stops. It is expensive
be’taken into numerical
said, I think, that the
dynamical efficiency of
too. These disadvantages cannot exactly
consideration. But ii can be safely
reduction,gear is ‘inadvisableif the
..
the propeller i’sincreased less than
,,
by its application. There are desi~ers who prefer evenan
aero-
5%
aerodynamic loss of 1~ to a reduction of the number,of revolu-
tions by
, The
tions is
.
gearing. .
question of the diameter and of”the uber of revolu- .“
not exclusively a question of efficiency. There are of
course upper limits for the velocity of the blade tips. Besides>
the design of the propeller is carried out, having @ view one
particular condition of flight, whereas the propeller is to be
used under very variable conditions. It is desirable that [a)
the efficiency be fairly high under all conditions and that (b)
the absorbed horsepower at the same rdzmberof revolutions remain
.
nearly constant, Only if these two requirements are fulfilled
l
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at the same time, can the propeller develop the hi@e=t th~:~t
&sepower. The’setwo requirements lead now to a limitation of
the tip velocity of the propeller blades. For this tip veiocity
fi.ete~inegthe average velocity of the blade elements and hence
“~hevariation of their angles of attack. But it is this angle
of attack which has to conform to the variation of the thrust,
and hence the variation of thp angle of attack determines the
lift coefficient+ A calculation shows that for constant density
of the air the best lift coefficient corresponds
tip velocity, high enough for a favorable ratio
pears if one applies the aerodynamical equations
‘element. Hence the designer has to keep in mind
to the usual
~L/@ This ap-
for the blade’
that a change
in the tip velocity hasanoticeable effect either on the behav- ,
ior of the propeller over a wide range of conditions or on its
effio~enoy, and that this effect cmnot be neutralized by minor
changes in the design.
The question is intimately connected with that of the advis-
ability of variable pitch. I have just mentioned the fed that
for constant density a satisfactory propeller can be designed
having constant pitch. Variable pitch is useful only for great
altitudes. But then indeed it can greatly improve
ante of the propeller. The variation of the pitch
propeller to conform to an additional variation of
that is, the variation of the density of air.
the perform-
enables the
the conditions,
Some designer~ of variable pitch propellers ciaiinthat the
..
*
,
center of pressure of the blade sections of their propellers does
not travel. IThetherthis be true or not, it has riothingto do
with the variability of the pitch. For the travel of the center
of pressure is due to the ohange of the lift coefficient of the .
blade elements, whioh always takes place for different conditions
of flight, beoause the lift coefficient fS nearly proportional to
the thrust, and the thrust changes, Hence the center of pres~ure “-
,.
does not travel if the
.
of center of pressure$
Proceeding now to
blade section used is one without travel
whether the pitch be changeable or not.
the general layout, I have shown that the
diameter must satisfy the condition: .
r
1(1) ‘ D< 3 T~ 2
where .T denotes the
p the denBity
thrust,
of air,
. (YL/CD the lift/drag ratio of the blade section.
This equation gives toohigh a value for a small velocity
of flight such as occurs during the start, for instance.
CL/CD can be assumed to be 22. The diameter thus obtained is
only a rough indication of the upper limit; the weight, the
stresses and the structural point of view are not yet taken into
account. In general the diameter is given by other considera-
tions, and the following method is valid for any diameter, how-
sver determined,
.
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After having made the aecision as to the ma~~i+x?e ~f the
riismeter,the zequired harseFowcr is to be estimated and t~ be
ccmpared with the horsepower delivered by the engine. The thrust
horsepower may be written
power and slip strean loss
No = T“v. The sum of tinethrust horse–
is then
No (lL + A/l + CP) where T ,.
2 CP =
,
~2?lv2g
lTDn
s The friction loss is .033 No ~. Hence the smallest brake
horsepower possible is approximately
The factor 0.033 refers to aver”age conditions and to a
ficient of the blade of about 0.4 to 0.8. For smaller
lift coef–
lift coef-
ficients the factor is greater, and for higher it may be smaller,
say up to CL = 1.2, and then greater for still higher lift co–
, efficient. This depends on the blade section. .
.
The next step is the determination of the
.
of the blades. First, the lift coefficient is
highest lift coefficient occurring ought to be
number and breadth
to be assumed. The
about 0.80 to 1.10.
It can be said that the lift coefficient is fairly proportional
. to the thrust. Its value to be chosen is therefore in the neigh-
borhood of T/Tmax
peller is designed
for the propeller.
where T is the thrust for which the pro-
and Tnu the greatest thrust ever occurring
.
-6A.
The lift coefficient being chosen, The product of the number
of blades and ihe a-~eiagebreadth
(3) 6T~t,=
CL# nz D3#
This formla makes i% possibleto
blades and on their breadth.
of each blade is approximateh~
decide cm.the number of the
.8 The general
design in detail
,
is to be deoided
ed, taking
layout of the propeller is thus finished.and the “
can begin. First, the distribution of the thrust
upon.. The coefficient of thrust is to be assum-
(4)
at 2/3 of the radius and
(5;
1 at the tip, where q is the
. velocity of flight, the last
.
dynamic pressure.
expression caznbe
TTnD
“v
For a very lcw
slightly decreased,
This is, however, not yet the definite value of the
ficients at these points. A diagram is to be drawn
the thrust coefficient against the radius, The two
thrust coef-
now, plotting
values just
calculated are put in and connected by a straight line. Tk.enthe
two ends of the curve sc obtained are rounded off. At the outer
, end the rounding may begin, say lC@ of the radius from the end>
anc the curve may end elliptically. At We i.nnezend, the thrust
.
‘h
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coefficient is zero over the hub, and near it, only a small densi-
ty of thrust can be realized, say
&/nnra
d.{ v )
or even the same expression with a factor smaller
there are only two blades and these narrow ones.
limiting curve inside, which is to be rounded off
sects the first one.
b
One must no~ see whether the curve
thus obt”ainedgives the desired thrust.
vialedinto a number of equal parts Ar,
of thrust
than 3’ ‘f “
This gives a
where it inter-
Coefficient
The radius is to be di- ‘
say 10 parts. For each
part the average value of the thrust coefficient is to be taken
from the diagram and is to be multiplied by the radius r, All
these products are to be added, aridthe sum A so obtained is
to be multiplied by 2n Ar ~ Ve P/2, thus giving
(6) TI =A 2n Ar V’$t
This thrust will not agree exactly with the desired thrust T.
.
Therefore all coordinates CT are to be increased by the constant
additional term (T - T1)/(. ?8 D2q). Then they represent CT
for each blade element, and the section of each blade element and
its inclination can be laid down.
For the choice of the blade sections the sane rules are valid
as for the choice cf ving sections, The angle of attack for the
.
d-ired lift
. irom a model
l
coefficient can be
test. In the last
calculated or it
case the induced
can be taken
angle of attack
8~+- ~her- b/t ~S the ~sp~~ ratio of the wing model, is tO
be subtracted from the angle obtained during the test. The drag
too is to be reduoed to the drag for infinite aspeet ratio, and
an additional oonstant reduotion of the drag coefficient making
the minimum drag coefficient 0.02, will improve the result.
Let now 6 be the difference’of the angle c of inclination
# of the blade element with respect to the propeller plane and the
angle of attack ~. This angle 5 iS to be determined by means of
l
(7) tan 6 = v/u +
8
where U
tuting an
hand term.
denotes 2n
approximate
Sometimes
r n. This equation is to be used by substi-
value of tan6 = l+lV/U in the right–
the proceeding is-to be repeated by substi-
tuting the value of tanb thus obtained. When tan6 is found,
the angle of inclination is
.
t (8)
. and the chord of the blade is.obtained:
For the analysis the following equations are used:
(10) ta’1~= tanc (1 +V/U) sin6+V/U~ (tanc tan~ + 1)
(1 + V/U) sin6 + * (tanc tan6+ 1)
(11) CL=2n(c–,6). With some sections, CL is slightlY
less.
.
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(Z2)
(13)
(15) “
Tomtie = ZCQ2TTr2Ar Vs~
Equation (10) is to be used instead of equation (7), assuri-
ing that tgb lies between V/U and tanc..
L
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